
AI and the Labour Market



Technology developments in artificial 
intelligence, 1990-2016
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Computers are estimated to be able to do most “level 3” tasks in the OECD 
survey of adult literacy
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Jobs at risk of automation and significant change
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Some jobs risk being automated, many others 
will change…



Most countries have seen increases in 
employment rates

Employment-to-population ratios, age 15-64
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What policy response?

Skills Social protection

ActivationSocial dialogue
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Survey of CEOs: Top 10 Skills Demand: 2018 vs. 2022
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Accenture: New skillsets becoming more important



OECD project on Fostering Students’ Creativity and 
Critical Thinking

• Creativity and critical thinking can be learnt and 
assessed in all subjects but we need to be clear
about what we try to achieve: rubrics help clarify

• Teachers need support: professional learning
opportunities and scaffolding (resources, examples, 
peer learning, etc.)

• Action research in primary and secondary education
in 11 countries in the past 5 years (800 teachers, 20k 
students, 320 schools)

• Ongoing work in higher education: network of 26 
higher eduation institutions in 15 countries



OPEN EDUCATION MAINLY USED BY THOSE IN FORMAL 
EDUCATION CLOSE TO THE LABOUR MARKET
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Can AI contribute to the reskilling and education
problems?
• New models of qualifications and adult training are appearing using

AI
• Personalise the training content
• Make the training more predictive of interest and performance
• Provide training tasks that are more « authentic » and helping to train people 

to become experts in a domain

• New models of assessment of competences
• Western Governors’ University (US): no classes, just assessments and 

guidance
• New ways of thinking about assessment departing from paper-pencil exams



Questions about AI and the labour market

• What determines AI adoption (including the role of social partners)?
• A better understanding of AI capabilities and the specific impact of AI 

on jobs, job quality, and skills use
• Substitution or augmentation?
• AI could make work more interesting, BUT it could also make work dead-

boring
• AI could make workplaces more reliable, safe and productive, BUT what about 

privacy, transparency, etc?

• The impact on efficiency, productivity, concentration and competition
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